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RECOMMENDATION
Oracle Energy Corp. (“Oracle” or the “Company”) has gone through a challenging 
time since we published our Initiating Report in February 2006. However, in our 
opinion, the Company’s future now seems somewhat brighter. Although we are 
maintaining our “Speculative Buy” Recommendation, we are lowering our 12-
month Target Price to $0.45 per share from the $0.80 per share set forth in our initial 
report. An investment in the shares of Oracle is considered to be suitable only for 
risk-tolerant accounts.

PROFILE
Oracle Energy Corp. is an international junior oil and gas exploration company with 
assets in Texas, Romania, Italy and Peru.

HIGHLIGHTS
►   Investor confi dence needs to be regained after Yemen investment 
 write-off
► Continual delays in bringing the Romanian properties into production, 

but these assets should soon begin to provide cash fl ow in 2007
► Delays also encountered with Italy property but drilling should commence 

shortly 
► Asset diversifi cation improved with acquisition of interest in Texas oil & 

gas lease  
► Interest in Peru’s Area XIII reduced from 30% to 15%
► Suffi ciently fi nanced after recent private placement, but will need further 

funds for ongoing exploration activities

Recommendation

Speculative Buy

Risk

High

Target Price

$0.45

Price (July 25)

$0.24

Potential Return

88%

52-Week Range

$0.59-$0.215

% Below High

59%

% Above Low

11%

Shares O/S

45,659,413

Market Cap

$ 11.0 million

Average Daily Volume 

20-Day:      81,000
150-Day:   114,000

Year-End 

December 31

July 26, 2007
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THE COMPANY

Oracle Energy Corp. is a junior oil and gas exploration company publicly traded on the TSX Venture 
Exchange under the symbol OCL and on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange under the symbol O2E. 
Based in Vancouver, Oracle owns assets in Texas, Romania, Italy and Peru .

At the beginning of 2007, the Company acquired an 18.75% working interest in a 640-acre block 
located in Zapata County in the southern part of Texas, close to the Mexican border. Pan American 
Production Ltd., a private company, is the operator of the fi eld and is confi dent that some gas 
production will start fl owing from that property during the fall of 2007.

The Company is actively engaged in the development of three oil and gas fi elds in Romania with 
joint venture partner, Carpathian Energy, a private company which operates the fi eld. Management 
of Carpathian is expecting some gas production to be fl owing to the local markets by the fall of 
2007. 

BACKGROUND

Originally, Oracle was a mining company when it was taken public in 1986 and it became active in 
oil and gas only when new management took over the fi rm in 1999. In February 2000, the company, 
known then as Southern Nites Petroleum Corp., signed its initial agreement to acquire an interest in 
Block 22 in Yemen. The project was brought to the Company by the current president Nasim Tyab 
who negotiated all the contracts and assembled the team responsible for the development of oil and 
gas activities. At the same time, the Company changed its name to Oracle Energy Corp.

From 2002 to the present, Oracle’s management has been looking actively at acquiring working 
interests in international oil & gas plays. The Company acquired an interest in the Romanian fi elds 
in 2005 and, in November of the same year, entered into an agreement to acquire a 15% interest in 
Area XIII in the Maranon Basin located in the northeastern part of Peru.

In May 2006, Oracle acquired a 20% participating interest in the Fiume Arrone Exploration Permit 
in Italy. The other partners with an interest in the Permit are the operator, Ascent Resources plc 
(40%), Italmin Exploration (30%) and JKX Oil and Gas plc (10%). 

In December 2006, the interest in Block 22 in Yemen was written off due to the expiry of the permit 
held by Yemen Mayfair Petroleum Corp and after disappointing exploration results. 

At the beginning of 2007, Oracle purchased from Pan American Production Ltd. an 18.75% interest 
(increased from 12.25%) in a 640-acre oil and gas lease situated in Zapata County, Texas.
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

1) A private placement of C$700,000

In May 2007, Oracle entered into a private placement of 2,800,000 units at a price of C$0.25 per 
unit for a total consideration of C$700,000 before commission. Each unit consisted of one share 
and one warrant. The warrants are exercisable over a two-year period, at C$0.30 in the fi rst year 
and at C$0.40 in the second year. In addition, 210,500 agent’s warrants were issued with the same 
terms as the warrants attached to the units. Proceeds from this proposed private placement were to 
be used to fund Oracle’s share of the costs to complete the re-entry of the Jonnell-Zamora #1 well 
and for working capital purposes. 

2) Acquisition of working interests in Zapata County, Texas

In January 2007, Oracle acquired from Pan American Production Ltd. (“Pan American”), an 18.75% 
interest in a 640-acre oil and gas lease situated in Zapata County, Texas. This is a rural county located 
in southern Texas, close to the Mexican border. Pan American is the operating partner and holds a 
25% interest. There are three other partners holding the remaining interests. 

From the 1960s through the 1990s numerous wells in Zapata County penetrated the Upper Wilcox 
section, with many encountering signifi cant natural gas shows. Natural completions dominated the 
drilling during the 1970s and 1980s. Stimulated completions (frac jobs) became common in the 
1990s. Almost all completions in the Wilcox in this area are now artifi cially stimulated.

Pan American has demonstrated a signifi cant level of success in this region and has identifi ed 
and generated numerous re-entry prospects. Principal target zones are specifi cally the 1st and 2nd 
Hinnant Sand sections. A typical completion in these sands can fl ow at rates of 4 to 6 mmcfg/d with 
reserves in the range of 2 to 3 bcf per zone in each well bore.

The Jonnell Gas Company Zamora #1 was drilled in April of 1961 and was completed as a gas well 
from the 1st Hinnant sand. The top 10 ft of the 1st Hinnant sand was perforated and fl owed at rates 
of up to 4 mmcfg/d (million cubic feet of gas/day). The well was never commercially produced due 
to being a dry gas discovery and no market existed in 1961 to transport dry gas. 

Pan American has contracted a completion rig to re-enter the Zamora #1 well with the objective of 
re-completing the well in the 1st and 2nd Hinnant sand reservoirs. The new operations are scheduled 
to commence before the end of July 2007. At approximately 5,000 feet, Pan American is planning 
to side track the well to a total depth of 8,450 feet, cut a window in the well and drill a new hole in 
the two sands formation. Then testing will be performed to evaluate the two reservoirs. Oracle has 
contributed US$426,000 which will cover its portion of the costs to well hook-up. 

In May 2007, Oracle increased its interest in the Jonnell-Zamora #1 well by an additional 27.09% 
by agreeing to pay 31% of costs to complete the re-entry. Oracle now has a 45.84% interest in the 
Jonnell-Zamora #1 well.

Pan American is planning to drill two more wells before the end of 2007 and that program has been 
accounted for in the estimate of our net asset value of the Company. According to the operator, the 
fi eld has potential for fi ve more wells.
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COMMENT: We consider the 45.84% interest in the Zamora #1 well as being positive for Oracle because of the 
high probability of some meaningful gas production. The 18.75% interest in the 640 acres of the Zapata County 
lease should also be benefi cial to Oracle in the medium term. We believe it is imperative now for Oracle to generate 
some operating cash fl ow in the short term and that working interest in the Zamora #1 well could fi nally be the asset 
which will provide Oracle with that much-needed cash fl ow. The drilling of two more wells before the end of 2007 
could be very benefi cial to Oracle.

US$ CA$

Conversion rate 1.09

Estimated Daily Production of Gas 2,500 mcf

Estimated Gas Price $7.00 $7.63

Daily Gross Revenue $17,500 $19,075

Royalties 25.0% $4,375 $4,769

Production Costs 5.0% $875 $954

Gross

Cash Netback per mcf $4.90 $5.34

Cash Netback per day $12,250 $13,353

Cash Netback per month 30.4 days $372,400 $405,916

Oracle's Share

Cash Netback per day 45.84% $5,615 $6,121

Cash Netback per month 45.84% $170,708 $186,072

Costs of acreage, drilling, operating, etc. $1,800,000 $1,962,000

Months to payout 4.8

Estimated Gross Potential Reserves  (1) 2 bcf = 2,000,000        mcf

Estimated Gas Price $7.00 $7.63

Daily Gross Revenue $14,000,000 $15,260,000

Royalties 25.0% $3,500,000 $3,815,000

Production Costs 5.0% $700,000 $763,000

Total Expected Cash Netback $9,800,000 $10,682,000

Number of years to produce the reserves 2.2

Discounted at 10% over 3 years $7,362,885 $8,025,545

Oracle's Share 45.84% $3,375,147 $3,678,910

(1) As provided by PanAmerican, based on past experience of similar wells in the same area.

Table 1. Estimated Performance Of The Zamora #1  Well

Source: Company
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3) Latest developments at the Romanian Fields 

According to Carpathian Energy, the operator of the fi elds, its experience in Romania has not been 
an easy one. The No. 3 Well at Nadlac Field had been tested and made ready for production back in 
January 2006. Since then, various government agencies had required numerous papers and reports 
to be fi led before approval could be granted to put the well on production. Carpathian had submitted 
all required paperwork and was then waiting for fi nal approval from the last agency.

Finally, in April 2007, the good news came and Carpathian confi rmed to Oracle that the National 
Gas Regulation Authority of Romania had issued fi nal approval of the permit to produce gas and 
other hydrocarbons from the No. 3 Well. Since then the gas purchaser, Distri-Gaz Vest, has been 
inspecting and testing all fl owlines, valves, lines, meters, tanks and other surface equipment in 
preparation for the fi nal hookup.  The well is expected to be put in production into the main gas 
transmission line by the beginning of September. 

During 2006 and in anticipation of Romania becoming a member of the European Union (EU) 
which became effective on January 1st, 2007, Carpathian, along with other energy companies active 
in Romania, worked with the various agencies to fi nd solutions to solve some of the procedures 
that have caused such delays. As a result, certain procedures required under the Petroleum Law 
were modifi ed during January 2007 whereby oil or gas wells ready to be produced will be granted 
immediate approval, with any additional paperwork required being submitted afterwards. Because 
of this modifi cation, Carpathian does not expect any unreasonable delays on additional wells to be 
put into production before the end of 2007. 

(a) Nadlac Field

Given the readiness of well No. 3 and the presence of a gas pipeline nearby, the operator of the 
fi eld is confi dent that Nadlac will produce 3 mmcfd and 75 bbls of condensate per day starting in 
the fall of 2007. That production will generate much-needed cash fl ow, enabling the partnership to 
proceed with additional exploration activities.

COMMENT: Given the multiple delays experienced by Carpathian in Romania until now and for 
the purpose of being conservative, we have based our 2007 forecast of sales and cash fl ow on daily 
production of 2 mmcf and 15 bbls of condensates from September 1st to December 31st, 2007.  

(b) Cozieni Field and Borde Verde West Field 

The drilling rig purchased by Carpathian is ready to be shipped from the USA to Constanta on the 
Black Sea, a trip which would take approximately three weeks and should be completed before the 
end of September 2007.

Once ready to operate in Romania, it will drill two new wells planned for the Cozieni fi eld. New 
wells instead of re-entries are the preferred approach to recover the maximum amount of gas reserves 
remaining in the fi eld. Even though the gas at Cozieni is dry, Carpathian still expects to recover 
approximately 15 barrels a day of condensates. 

After completing these two wells, the rig will be moved to Bordei Verde West fi eld to commence 
a drilling program which should start before the end of 2007. The target will be mostly primary 
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crude oil and Carpathian is already considering a program of approximately 8 to 10 wells to be 
drilled at Bordei Verde West in 2008.

COMMENT: The Romanian assets are fi nally ready to provide Oracle with some cash fl ow 
in 2007. 

The signifi cant improvement in the granting of permits by the Romanian authorities is very 
encouraging for the operations of Carpathian Energy and the development of the energy sector in 
Romania. This is a signifi cant step towards the building of an entrepreneurial culture which will 
reward perseverance and hard work. This is very positive for Oracle.

4) Fiume Arrone Permit, Italy

Unfortunately, the property in Italy has also suffered from multiple delays. In August 2006, Oracle 
was notifi ed by Ascent Resources Plc (40%), the operator of the fi eld, that a rig had been contracted 
to drill the Arrone–1 well and that subject to Italian regulatory approval, the rig was expected on 
location to commence drilling in October 2006. 

However, in December 2006, Oracle (20%) announced that the drilling of the Arrone-1 well in the 
Fiume Arrone Exploration Permit near Rome’s Fiumicino airport had been postponed and may be 
drilled, contingent upon access to the drilling location, when the rig contracted by Ascent Resources 
completes other work and returns to Italy from Spain. The drilling of the Arrone-1 well is expected 
to be done before the end of the summer of 2007 and could last approximately 30 days. The fi rst 
well is planned to a depth of 950m and will target a gas prospect identifi ed from seismic data.

Success in the currently identifi ed prospects will lead to numerous opportunities within the Fiume 
Arrone Permit.

COMMENT: This delay is a disappointing because the Fiume Arrone has all the qualities of a good 
prospect in terms of geology, location and proximity to markets. As the minority partner, Oracle is 
somewhat at the mercy of its partners-operators’ business decisions.

5) Block 22 in Yemen

In November 2007, Yemen Mayfair Petroleum Corp. reported that the Fatima-1 well, Block 
22, Yemen, was drilled to a total depth of 2,359 meters. After testing, the well was plugged and 
abandoned. Since then, the permit has expired and the operator of the project did not renew it. 
Consequently, Oracle had to write off in December 2006 all costs incurred on that project, which 
amounted to $2,220,248.

COMMENT: This is another example of how challenging frontier exploration can be. Oracle had 
great hopes for Yemen but had no other alternative but to write off the property. 
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PRINCIPAL PROPERTIES

1. Zapata County, Texas

In January 2007, Oracle acquired from Pan American Production Ltd. (“Pan American”), an 
18.75% interest in a 640-acre oil and gas lease situated in Zapata County, Texas. This is a rural 
county located in southern Texas, close to the US-Mexico border. Pan American is the operator 
and now holds a 25% interest. In May 2007, Oracle increased its interest in the Jonnell-Zamora 
#1 well from 18.75% to 45.84% (this well only). 

2. Romania

Chapman Petroleum Engineering Ltd (“Chapman”), a Calgary based petroleum engineering and 
consulting fi rm, completed in 2005 an independent reserve and economic evaluation report on 
the Company’s targeted oil and gas properties in Romania. The report, dated January 1, 2005, 
evaluated the three concessions of Nadlac, Cozieni and Bordei Verde West for which historic data 
were suffi cient to support an assignment of reserves. 

In a new version of that report dated September 30, 2006, Chapman updated its price forecasts, 
postponed the beginning of gas production to July 2007 and kept the same proven and probable 
reserves in terms of barrels of oil and cubit feet of gas as estimated in the 2005 version.
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Nadlac - This fi eld is close to the Hungarian border, between Arad and Szeged. The reservoir was 
discovered in 1978, and has been fairly closely delineated by 10 wells, of which 3 were actually 
placed on production. These 3 were initially oil wells, but the adjacent gas cap eventually caused 
excessive gas production at the expense of the oil rate. One well was later re-completed into the 
gas cap. All of the remaining reserves in the Nadlac fi eld have been assigned to the gas cap portion 
of the pool. 

Net To Appraised Interest
Cumulative Net Cash 

Flow - M$US (1)

Oil Sales Gas NGL Discounted at:
MSTB MMscf Mbbls Undisc. 10% / year

Proved Undeveloped
Bordei Verde Field 53 275 0 3,468 2,190
Nadlac Field 0 291 5 1,607 961

Total Proved Undeveloped 53 566 5 5,075 3,151

Probable Undeveloped
Bordei Verde Field 108 257 0 6,699 4,001
Cozieni Field 0 122 0 508 375
Nadlac Field 0 789 13 4,178 2,050

Total Probable  Undeveloped 108 1,168 13 11,385 6,426

Total Proved Plus Probable Undeveloped 161 1,734 18 16,460 9,577

Possible
Bordei Verde Field 79 37 0 3,974 2,160

Total Proved Plus Probable Plus Possible 240 1,771 18 20,434 11,737

MSTB: Thousands of Stock Tank Barrels
MMscf: Millions of standard cubic feet
M$US: Thousands of USD

(1) Using Forecast Prices and Costs
Net reserves are the total of the Company's working and/or royalty interest share after deducting the amounts
attributable to royalties owned by others.

Table 2. Summary of Reserves and Economics Before Income Tax

Source: Chapman Petroleum Engineering Ltd., Reserve and Economic Evaluation, October 30, 2006
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Geological data indicate that the oil zone is fi eld wide and covers an area of at least 860 acres. The 
data show the oil column to be at least 71 feet thick, although production tests indicate it could be 
greater. Porosity is reported to be 7% to 15%, with some shaly sections and fracturing within the 
sand. Permeability is estimated to be 50 to 100 millidarcies. Gravity of the oil in the fi eld goes from 
41 to 52 degrees API (American Petroleum Institute). Based on these parameters, it is estimated 
that the Nadlac fi eld could contain approximately 8 million barrels of recoverable barrels of oil (1,6 
million net to Oracle’s 20%) and that 16 to 20 new wells will have to be drilled to fully develop 
the fi eld.

COMMENT: In our estimate of the net present value of Oracle, we have used potential recoverable 
reserves net to Oracle of 500,000 bbls of oil with a probability of 50% based on the above-mentioned 
geological data. We have taken a very conservative approach by discounting that value at a rate of 
20% over a period of 4 years. We consider this to be a reasonable evaluation risk to take in light 
of the geological data available to Carpathian. 

Cozieni - The Cozieni fi eld is located approximately ten kilometers east of Bucharest. It was 
discovered in 1968, and 2 wells were completed for production. The Cozieni gas fi eld comprises 
a series of stacked, shallow sandstones, ranging in depth from approximately 450 meters to 850 
meters. Local production practice favoured sequential rather than commingled production of different 
intervals. Although the estimated reserves are small, approximately 2 bcf, Carpathian is keen to 
exploit them because of their high profi tability.

Bordei Verde West - This fi eld was discovered in 1972 and is situated 40 kilometers southwest of 
the city of Braila. It consisted of 25 wells that were crude oil producers, and 7 wells that produced 
natural gas. In this fi eld, the plan is to re-establish production through the drilling of up to 14 new 
wells, some on existing locations, and other step out wells to develop extensions to the pool.

Forecast Oil and Gas Prices Used in the Chapman Report

Crude oil prices utilized in the Chapman evaluation report are forecasted to average US$59 per 
barrel in 2007, which refl ects US$6.00 per barrel less than West Texas Intermediate crude (WTI). 
Thereafter, the oil price continues to follow the Chapman forecast for WTI, less US$6 per barrel, 
to account for transportation, quality and local market conditions. Natural gas prices are forecasted 
to average US$3.90 per mcf in 2007, escalating to US$4.49, US$4.93 and US$5.00 in 2010. Gas 
prices increase by approximately US$0.11 annually in subsequent years.
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Table 3. Future Forecast Prices

Source: Chapman Petroleum Engineering Ltd., October 1, 2006

Fiscal Regime

Royalties payable to the Romanian government for the expected production rates are a maximum 
of 5%. Development expenditures in excess of US$1,000,000 will earn the joint venture a fi ve-year 
tax holiday. Following this exempt period, a 16% corporate tax is levied on the future profi ts from 
the development project.

Capital Expenditures

The investments required to undertake re-development of the fi elds are predominately drilling and 
re-entry costs. Most of the infrastructure required for oil and gas production is already in place 
from the previous development in the area. Accordingly, new wells in the deep Nadlac fi eld are 
estimated to cost US$900,000 each and re-entries are projected to cost US$200,000 per well. Capital 
cost estimates in Bordei Verde West are limited to US$265,000 per well drilled, completed and 

WTI (1)      $US/STB

Romania          
Oil Price (2) 

$US/STB
Romania              Gas 
Price (3) $US/MMBTU

2007 65.00 59.00 3.90
2008 60.00 54.00 4.49
2009 56.00 50.00 4.93
2010 55.00 49.00 5.00
2011 55.00 49.00 5.10
2012 56.10 50.10 5.20
2013 57.22 51.22 5.31
2014 58.37 52.37 5.41
2015 59.53 53.53 5.52
2016 60.72 54.72 5.63
2017 61.94 55.94 5.74
2018 63.18 57.18 5.86
2019 64.44 58.44 5.98
2020 65.73 59.73 6.09
2021 67.04 61.04 6.22

Constant thereafter

[1] West Texas Intermediate quality crude landed in Cushing, Oklahoma

[2] Local Romania Oil Price is estimated to be $6.00 US/STB less than WTI

[3] In the absence of prevailing local market, Romania Natural Gas Price reflects our best estimate.

[4] Capital expenditures and operating costs are escalated at 2.0% per year until 2021.
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equipped.These costs are expected to be suffi cient to also cover downstream expenses for short 
fl ow-line tie-ins, metering, etc.

Oracle’s 20% share of the capital costs estimated by Chapman Petroleum Engineering in the 
calculation of a 10% NPV of US$9,577,000 for the proved undeveloped plus probable reserves of 
the 3 fi elds, i.e. Bordei Verde West, Nadlac and Cozieni, is US$987,000. 

Oil And Gas Markets In Romania

“Since January 1, 2007, Romania is a member of the European Union (EU) and the government 
is in the process to fully open its natural gas markets in accordance with EU directives on a 
common gas market. Distrigaz Sud and E.On Gaz are the two major distributors in Romania, with 
a combined market share of about 90 percent. In June 2005, Gaz de France acquired a 51 percent 
stake in Distrigaz Sud for US$330 million and at the same time, German gas supplier E.On Ruhrgas 
fi nalized its acquisition of a 51 percent stake of E.On Gaz Romania (formerly Distribaz Nord) for 
US$368 million.” 
Source: IEA, Country Analysis Briefs, August 2006.

The actual gas price is US$5.00 per mcf and as the market deregulation becomes fully implemented, 
gas prices are expected to increase to approximately US$7.00 per mcf by the end of 2007.

COMMENT: We believe that the evaluation report prepared by Chapman Petroleum on the Bordei 
Verde West, Nadlac and Cozieni fi elds, is using conservative assumptions, namely lower gas prices 
than the numbers mentioned above.  Due to the risk associated with operations at the international 
level, we fi nd it prudent to use Chapman’s estimated cash fl ow of US$9,577,000 discounted at 10% 
before tax as a good proxy for the commercial value of all the Romanian properties. In addition, 
we view the information about possible oil reserves at the Nadlac fi eld based on geological data 
as reasonable and have taken that information into account in the estimated net asset value of the 
company.

3. Italy

Oracle owns a 20% participating interest in the Fiume Arrone Exploration Permit in Italy. The 358 
sq km onshore Fiume Arrone Permit is along the coast to the west of Rome. It contains the Roma 
1 and Roma 2 wells drilled in 1955, the latter of which was reported to have had gas shows. The 
other partners in the Permit are Ascent Resources plc (40%) the operator, Italmin Exploration (30%) 
and JKX Oil and Gas plc (10%). 

Oracle is a participant in 3 prospects and its fi nancial obligations amount to 590,000 Euros 
(US$1,049,000). The gas potential is estimated at 35 bcf (billion of cubic feet of gas) recoverable 
and Oracle’s share would then amount to 7 bcf (20%). 

4. Area XIII, Peru

Oracle owns a 15% interest in the Evaluation and Promotional Agreement (EAP) for Area XIII 
which comprises 500,000 hectares within Peru’s Maranon basin. Serpet Consult S.A. is responsible 
for the development of Area XIII and is in the process of bringing another partner to the prospect. 
A fi ve year study on the Maranon basin was completed by Fugro Robertson International Ltd, one 
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of the world’s largest and most reputable upstream oil and gas consultancies. Fugro Robertson has 
calculated that the volume of oil capable of being generated in the Maranon Basin from its three 
main source rocks could total 137 billion barrels.

The Area XIII is adjacent to blocks which have experienced some successes in the past few years, 
namely by Barrett Resources and Repsol YPF SA. Through its subsidiary, Burlington Resources, 
Conoco-Philips is active in a block south of Area XIII and Petrobras has some exploration activities 
in a block north of Area XIII. All these activities are very encouraging and give rise to expectations 
for a signifi cant hydrocarbon potential in Area XIII. 

Barrett Resources LLC, a private company based in Delaware, aims to produce 100,000 barrels 
a day of heavy crude oil at Block 67 by 2010. Block 67 is a 250,000-acre block located on the 
Ecuadorian border. The oil contract was signed in December 2006 in Lima with Perupetro, the 
state oil contracting agency. The discovery was made in 1998 and was shelved then because of 
low oil prices. 

Block 67 is adjacent to Block 39 where Madrid-based Repsol YPF SA announced a heavy crude oil 
discovery in 2005. According to Barrett, both blocks form part of a trend that includes Ecuador’s 
oil-rich Ishpingo-Tambococha-Tiputini fi elds. Area XIII is located southeast of that fi eld. Barrett 
has identifi ed the northeastern part of Peru as high potential and signed in November 2006 an 
exploration contract for northern jungle Block 125. 

COMMENT: Area XIII is a frontier area and must be viewed as a long-term asset for Oracle. The 
activities of well-known companies observed in that part of Peru provide some assurance on the 
potential value of Area XIII for Oracle.

FINANCIAL OVERVIEW AND OUTLOOK

Operating Funds: Oracle is still a pure oil and gas exploration play and accordingly does not 
generate any cash fl ow.  Up to now, the Company has funded its exploration activities by issuing 
units comprising common shares and warrants. Options were also used as a source of funds and 
common shares have been issued as payment for fi nder’s fees.

Private Placement: In October 2006, Oracle completed a private placement of 6,120,000 units 
at a price of C$0.40 per unit for a total consideration of C$2,448,000. Each unit consisted of one 
share and one warrant. The warrants are exercisable for a two-year period, at C$0.50 in the fi rst 
year and at C$0.75 in the second year. The purpose of the fi nancing was to fund drilling costs and 
new project development.

Cash:  As at March 31, 2007, Oracle had a cash balance of C$1,362,614 which is suffi cient to satisfy 
its fi nancial obligations over the balance of 2007. On the other hand in the second half of 2007, 
using relatively conservative production numbers from the Zamora #1 well, the two new wells to 
be drilled at the Zapata lease during the fall, and the No.3 well of the Nadlac fi eld, it is estimated 
that production from these wells will become an important source of funds for Oracle.

Share Capital: The following table provides a detailed picture of Oracle’s share capital as of 
May 10, 2007.
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For the purpose of calculating the number of shares on a fully diluted basis, we have added 1,492,000 
shares for the warrants and options in-the-money due to expire within twelve months of our forecast 
period. Therefore, the shares outstanding on a fully diluted basis are 43,902,080. The potential 
increase in the Company’s cash position resulting from the exercise of all the warrants and options 
could amount to approximately C$286,040.

COMMENT: A key factor when evaluating Oracle’s potential is its access to capital. The Company 
needs to raise suffi cient capital to satisfy its ongoing commitments until it benefi ts from actual cash 
fl ow generated from the production. The oil and gas business is a capital intensive industry and 
the challenge is to balance the timing of the capital invested in the ground with the cash expected 
to be drawn from these assets.

 

1. Common Shares

Unlimited Authorized
45,659,413      Issued and outstanding

2. Warrants

Number Exercise 
Price Expiry Date Comment Potential 

Equity

2,363,750       $0.60 October 14, 2007 Out-of-the-money $1,418,250
1,903,437       $0.50 October 31, 2007 Out-of-the-money $951,719

$0.75 October 31, 2008 Out-of-the-money
4,494,250        $0.50 November 6, 2007 Out-of-the-money $2,247,125

$0.75 November 6, 2008 Out-of-the-money
8,761,437        $4,617,094

3. Options

Number Exercise 
Price Expiry Date Comment Potential 

Equity
350,000          $0.60 November 17, 2007 Out-of-the-money $210,000

1,070,000       * $0.22 January 10, 2008 In-the-Money $235,400
500,000           $0.27 July 13, 2008 In-the-Money $135,000
535,000           $0.10 January 18, 2010 In-the-Money $53,500

2,455,000        $633,900

Note:    The entries in italics are within our 12-month forecast period, and are
              either "in-the-money" now, or will be during our forecast period. 
             These total as shown below and are added to the shares currently
            outstanding in our determination of the Company's intrinsic value.

1,070,000        * Warrants & Options in-the-money to expire within one year $235,400
46,729,413      FULLY DILUTED SHARES (eResearch calculation)

Source: Oracle Energy and eResearch

Table 4.  Share Capital as of May 10, 2007
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Table 5. Selected Financial Information

 

Three Months Ending March 31 Year Ending December 31
2006 2007 2005 2006 2007e

Statement of Income/(Loss):
Revenues net of Royalties -                            -                            -                            -                            1,194,567             
Operating expenses:      
Production & Depletion -                            -                            411,650                
General & administrative expense 273,353                220,939                648,903                1,068,006             1,100,939             
Stock based compensation 288,750                -                            416,659                750,596                180,000                
Operating profit (EBITDA) (562,103)               (220,939)               (1,065,562)            (1,818,602)            (498,022)               
Amortization 336                       285                       600                       1,344                    1,300                    
Interest (3,126)                   762                       1,177                    3,008                    3,287                    
Net income/(loss) before taxes (559,313)               (221,986)               (1,067,339)            (1,822,954)            (502,609)               
Write-off of resource properties -                            (69,287)                 -                            (2,199,175)            (69,287)                 
Income taxes -                            -                            -                            -                            -                            
Net income/(loss) (559,313)               (291,273)               (1,067,339)            (4,022,129)            (571,896)               

Average Shares (fully diluted) 31,256,677           42,410,080           19,696,798           34,936,141           46,729,413           
Earnings (Loss) Per Share ($0.02) ($0.01) ($0.05) ($0.12) ($0.01)

Statement of Cash Flow:
Net Income/(Loss) (559,313)               (291,273)               (1,067,339)            (4,022,129)            (571,896)               
All Non-Cash Items 289,086                285                       417,259                2,972,188             300,757                
Cash Flow from Operations (270,227)               (290,988)               (650,080)               (1,049,941)            (271,139)               
Capital Expenditures (Properties) (90,924)                 (310,750)               (947,391)               (1,222,206)            (1,030,750)            
Other Investing Items (2,371)                   (5,263)                   (1,400)                   (20,270)                 (5,563)                   
Free Cash Flow (363,522)               (607,001)               (1,598,871)            (2,292,417)            (1,307,452)            
Working Capital Changes 13,990                  26,882                  (31,507)                 41,803                  (266,446)               
Equity Financing 520,379                8,200                    2,344,287             3,738,306             712,493                
Debt Financing -                            -                            (96,276)                 (153,312)               -                            
Change in Cash 170,847                (571,919)               617,633                1,334,380             (861,405)               

Cash, Beginning of the Period 621,677                1,956,057             4,044                    621,677                1,956,057             
Cash, End of the Period 792,524                1,384,138             621,677                1,956,057             1,094,652             

As at March 31 As at December 31
2006 2007 2005 2006 2007e

Balance Sheet:
Cash 792,524                1,384,138             621,677                1,956,057             1,094,652             
Other Assets 18,691                  2,000                    24,411                  2,000                    2,000                    
Current Assets 811,215                1,386,138             646,088                1,958,057             1,096,652             
Capital Assets 4,205                    26,075                  2,170                    21,096                  26,375                  
Resource property 2,461,633             1,701,815             2,233,153             1,391,065             2,421,815             
Total Assets 3,277,053             3,114,028             2,881,411             3,370,218             3,544,842             
Current Liabilities 59,994                  112,923                51,725                  86,040                  129,237                
Other payables -                            -                            -                            -                            -                            
Total Liabilities 59,994                  112,923                51,725                  86,040                  129,237                
Shareholders' Equity 3,217,059             3,001,105             2,829,687             3,284,178             3,415,605             
Total Liabilities & Equity 3,277,053             3,114,028             2,881,412             3,370,218             3,544,842             

Book Value (S.E.) Per Share $0.098 $0.071 $0.092 $0.077 $0.075
Shares outstanding 32,928,544 42,410,080 30,735,255 42,410,080 45,659,413

Source: Company and eResearch
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VALUATION

Given the highly speculative nature of Oracle, we consider it imperative to apply a very conservative 
value to the Company’s assets. First, we use a Comparable or Peer Valuation method and following 
that exercise, we calculate a net asset value (“NAV”) based on very conservative assumptions in 
terms of reserves recoverable, sales prices, the discount rate, and the time horizon to bring those 
reserves to production.

1. Peer Valuation Method

We compare Oracle to fi ve oil and gas exploration companies of relatively comparable size, each 
with some exposure to international operations and with no or minimal current production. Our 
selection comprises Avery Resources operating in Australia, BrazAlta Resources in Brazil, CGX 
Energy in Guyana and Surinam, Cirrus Energy in Netherlands and Trinidad, and Pine Cliff Energy 
in Alberta. 

Oracle Energy Avery Resources BrazAlta Resources CGX Energy Inc. Cirrus Energy Corp. Pine Cliff Energy Ltd.
OCL ARY BRX OYL CYR PNE

 31-Mar-07 31-Dec-06 31-Mar-07 31-Mar-07 28-Feb-07 31-Mar-07

Corporate: 
Share Price (Jan. 29, 2007) C$ 0.245 C$ 0.39 C$ 1.17 $U 1.23 C$ 2.34 C$ 1.32
Shares O/S 45,659,413 76,225,784 67,612,149 95,255,913 43,267,333 36,533,041
Market Cap C$ 11,186,556 C$ 29,728,056 C$ 79,106,214 $U 117,164,773 C$ 101,245,559 C$ 48,223,614

Resource Properties Value:
Book Value C$ 1,701,815 C$ 7,767,964 C$ 18,824,527 $U 5,167,551 C$ 7,776,795 C$ 3,472,273
Market Value C$ 9,317,751 C$ 15,185,384 C$ 61,932,033 $U 115,284,035 C$ 84,778,288 C$ 46,753,242
Current Market Premium C$ 7,615,936 C$ 7,417,420 C$ 43,107,506 $U 110,116,484 C$ 77,001,493 C$ 43,280,969
Property Ratio 5.48 1.95 3.29 22.31 10.90 13.46
Average Ratio 9.57
Selected Ratio 9.50

Common Equity (as Reported) C$ 3,001,105

C$ 10,617,041

C$ 17,578,689

C$ 17,466,533

Equity Per Share (as Reported) C$ 0.07
Equity Per Share (Property Ratio) C$ 0.23
Equity Per Share (Average Ratio) C$ 0.38
Equity Per Share (Selected Ratio) C$ 0.38

Common Equity + Current Market 
Premium for Resources Properties 
(Property Ratio)

Common Equity + Average Market 
Premium of Resources Properties - Book 
Value of Res. Prop. (Avg Ratio)

Common Equity + Selected Ratio of Market 
Premium for Res. Prop. - Book Value of 
Res. Prop. (Selected Ratio)

Table 6. Peer Valuation Method

Source: eResearch
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The shares of Oracle are currently trading at a “property ratio” of 5.03x (market value of resource 
properties / book value of resource properties) compared to a range of between 1.95x and 22.31x 
for the peer companies, a wide range which refl ects the limits of that method. The average ratio of 
the six companies is 9.49x. The market gives a “property ratio” of 22.31x to CGX Energy because 
the market is confi dent that despite the delays experienced by CGX in Guyana and Surinam, the 
potential for signifi cant reserves offshore Guyana is real. Pine Cliff Energy shows the second highest 
property ratio because of the low risk which characterizes its operations in Alberta. On the other 
hand, Avery and BrazAlta are struggling with low “property ratio” of 1.95x and 3.29x respectively 
due to the uncertainties of their operations overseas.

Oracle’s “property ratio” of 5.03x is disappointing when compared to the ratios of the three strongest 
companies. The market had hoped that the Yemen prospect would succeed and the write-off of 
that project has been a hard blow. On the other hand, the Company has reacted quickly to that 
failure, with the acquisition of the interest in the Zapata lease. We believe that Oracle’s portfolio 
of properties can still justify a “property ratio” of 9.0x which we apply to the book value of the 
resource properties. By adding that estimate to the common equity, we obtain an adjusted market 
value of C$16,615,625 and a value per share of C$0.39. 

2. Net Asset Value Method

The second method used to estimate Oracle’s per share value is the Net Asset Value Analysis 
(NAV). 

We fi rst add the 10% discounted net present value before tax for the gas reserves in the three 
Romanian fi elds calculated by Chapman Petroleum Engineering in their October 2006 report. We 
calculate a 20% discounted net present value over 4 years for the possible oil reserves recoverable 
at the Nadlac fi eld using the following assumptions:

1. Based on information obtained from Carpathian Energy, possible recoverable oil reserves net 
to Oracle from the Nadlac fi eld are estimated at 1.6 million barrels. We use a conservative 
500,000 barrels in our calculation.

2. Market price = US$40 per barrel of oil;
3. 15% fi xed cost per barrel of oil;
4. 40% variable cost per barrel of oil.

For the gas reserves recoverable at the Zamora No. 1 well in Zapata County, we rely on the estimate 
obtained from the operator, Pan American Production. Then we apply conservative assumptions in 
terms of gas prices, royalties, operating costs and discount rate over an horizon of 3 years. For the 
gas reserves potentially recoverable by the two wells planned for this fall, we use a higher discount 
rate over a longer time horizon of 4 years. 

As for the properties in Italy and Peru, we retain only their book value. The result is an estimated 
net asset value per share of C$0.49.
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Table 7 – NAV Table

 

ROMANIA
Three fields: Nadlac, Cozieni and Bordei Verde West

Net Asset Value of gas reserves in the 3 fields (1) $9,577,000 $10,438,930 $10,438,930
(1) 10%-Discounted Cash Flow Value Estimated by Chapman Petroleum Engineering

Possible Oil Reserves at the Nadlac Field
Net Estimated Recoverable Reserves (bbls) with a probability of 50% 500,000
Realized Price of Oil (US$ / bbl) $40.00
Gross Asset Value $20,000,000
Oil Fixed Cost (per bbl) 15.0% $3,000,000
Oil Variable Cost (per bbl) 40.0% $8,000,000
Total Cost $11,000,000
Undiscounted Value of recoverable oil reserves $9,000,000 $9,810,000
Net Asset Value of recoverable oil reserves at Nadlac disc. @ 20% over 4 years $4,730,903

ZAPATA COUNTY, TEXAS, U.S.A.
45.84% interest in the Jonnell-Zamora no. 1 well
Net Estimated Recoverable Reserves (gross 2 bcf) with a probability of 50% 916,800 mcf
Realized Price of Gas (US$ / mcf) $7.00
Gross Asset Value $6,417,600
Royalties and operating costs 30.0% $1,925,280
Undiscounted Value of recoverable gas reserves $4,492,320 $4,896,629
NAV of recoverable gas reserves at Zamora #1 well disc. @ 10% over 3 years $3,678,910

18.75% interest in the 640 acres oil and gas lease
Net Estimated Recoverable Reserves (gross 2 bcf) with a probability of 50% 375,000 mcf
Realized Price of Gas (US$ / mcf) $7.00
Gross Asset Value $2,625,000
Royalties and operating costs 30.0% $787,500
Undiscounted Value of recoverable gas reserves $1,837,500 $2,002,875
NAV of recoverable gas reserves from 2 new wells disc. @ 15% over 4 years $1,145,150

ITALY
20% interest in the Fiume Arrone permit
Net Asset Value = Current Book Value $18,397 $18,397

PERU
15% interest in the EAP for Area XIII
Net Asset Value = Current Book Value $205,773 $205,773

 NET ASSET VALUE OF RESOURCE PROPERTIES $27,372,604 $20,218,063

As of March 31, 2007 Cash and Cash Equivalents $1,384,138
Liabilities ($112,923)

TOTAL NET ASSET VALUE $21,715,124

Common Shares Outstanding 42,410,080

Warrants (in-the-money) 0

Options (in-the-money) 1,492,000

Fully diluted shares as of December 31, 2006 43,902,080

NET ASSET VALUE PER FULLY DILUTED SHARE $0.49
Source: Company and eResearch
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DEVELOPMENT OF A 12 MONTH TARGET PRICE

A) Investors are advised that the evaluation of the oil and gas reserves of the 3 fi elds in Romania has 
been prepared by Chapman Petroleum Engineering in accordance with the Canadian Oil and Gas 
Evaluation Handbook and National Instrument 51-101 standards of disclosure. There is no guarantee 
that these net present values represent the actual value of these reserves and it is very likely that the 
actual value of these reserves will differ substantially from these estimated net present values.

B) Investors are cautioned that the Company does not have an engineering report to estimate the 
possiible oil reserves at the Nadlac fi eld and the gas reserves recoverable at the Zapata County lease 
in Texas. The numbers used are based on information provided by Carpathian Energy for Romania 
and by Pan American for the Zapata county lease.

C) The price target is based on the current shares outstanding including options and warrants and 
does not take into account additional dilution that may occur from debt, new equity fi nancing, or 
changes in the current agreements with Carpathian Energy and Pan American that may occur before 
commercial production is realized in Romania and Texas.

CONCLUSION: TARGET PRICE 

In our February 2006 Initiating Report on Oracle, we estimated a 12-month Target Price of $0.80 
per share. At that time, management was confi dent that the Yemen prospect would bring success 
to the Company. Unfortunately, that expectation did not come to fruition and a complete write-
off of that asset had to be made. In addition to that disappointment, the production of natural gas 
coming from the Nadlac fi eld in Romania has been deferred by more than a year. Therefore, realistic 
expectations have to set in and, consequently, our new price target is signifi cantly lower  than in 
our initial report.

Our revised Target Price is based on the evaluation of: (1) the 3 fi elds in Romania calculated by 
Chapman Petroleum Engineering; (2) the oil zone identifi ed at Nadlac through seismic data, and 
(3) the exploitation value of the Zapata County lease in Texas. The commercial value of these fi elds 
will be better estimated when some actual production occurs through the well bores.

Based on the two valuation methods, the indicated value for Oracle according to the Peer Valuation 
is C$0.39 per share and, according to the estimated Discounted Net Asset Value, is C$0.49 per 
share. 

The Discounted Net Asset Value is substantially superior to the current share price. However, 
in our opinion, the current share price does not take into full account the potential value of the 
Zapata County lease in Texas. Both the Zamora No. 1 well and the Nadlac fi eld in Romania should 
contribute cash fl ow in the second half of 2007 and thus provide the fi nancial resources needed to 
drill additional wells in these two areas.

Therefore, we consider Oracle’s shares offer capital appreciation potential, particularly when the 
Company starts showing some operating cash fl ow. 

Our 12-month Target Price is C$0.45 per share, with higher levels possible depending upon the 
quantity and quality of the oil and gas produced by the Zamora No.1 well in Texas and the Romanian 
fi elds. 
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MANAGEMENT AND DIRECTORS

THE BOARD

Nasim Tyab, Vancouver, B.C.
Mr. Tyab is a business leader with extensive background in corporate development, fi nance and 
strategic planning. He has 15 years’ experience with public companies, including 5 years’ experience 
in the oil and gas sector. To date, he has raised all of the necessary capital for Oracle Energy as 
well as negotiated its material business agreements. He has been a member of the Board since the 
year 2000.

Dr. Robert McTavish
From 1992-1999, Dr. McTavish was a Director of Balkan Gas and Oil Company Ltd., which later 
became Consolidated Energy. He also set up Frontier Petroleum Services Corp. in 1985, becoming 
chairman in 2001. In 2004, he became Managing Director of Tay Petroleum Ltd., Scotland. As a 
professional geologist, Dr. McTavish brings to the company more than 35 years of experience in 
the oil and gas industry. He has worked throughout the Middle East, Europe, N. Africa, Southeast 
Asia, the USA and Australia with such companies as CONOCO and West Australian Petroleum. 
Appointed on February 8, 2005 and elected to the Board on October 28, 2005.

Loren D. Currie
Mr. Currie has been involved in the public market for the past 18 years. He is presently the CFO of a 
publicly traded company on the NEX Exchange. He has extensive experience in corporate governance 
and is knowledgeable in the rules and regulations of the Exchange and Securities Commissions. 
Appointed on October 15, 2004 and re-elected to the Board on October 28, 2005.

James Ladner
Mr. Ladner was appointed to the board on July 16, 2007. He is a Zurich-based professional company 
director and fi nancial consultant and a graduate of the University of St. Gallen, Switzerland, in  
economics and business administration. Mr. Ladner’s board memberships include StrataGold, Pan 
Pacifi c Aggregates, Nevoro and J. van Lanschot Bankiers (Switzerland). He previously served on 
the boards of Energy Capital Investment Company and Equator Exploration Ltd., as well as several 
banks and funds in Switzerland, such as Bank Austria Creditanstalt (Switzerland) and the Royal 
Bank of Scotland.
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MANAGEMENT

Nasim Tyab, President

Loren D. Currie, Chief Financial Offi cer

Dr. Robert McTavish, Technical Director

MANAGEMENT OF PAN AMERICAN PRODUCTION 
COMPANY, THE JOINT VENTURE PARTNER IN TEXAS

Larry Hardgrave
Mr. Hardgrave, the founder and CEO of Pan American Production, is a geologist with 34 years 
of industry experience. He was chief geologist for Damson Oil in the Rocky Mountains, where 
he supervised the geology, drilling and development of several thousand wells in Montana. Mr. 
Hardgrave has designed and installed signifi cant gas gathering systems in South Texas. He has been 
very successful not only in new completions but also in identifying bypassed potential production, 
reentering and reengineering well bores and surface facilities to develop and improve cash fl ows.

Denver Gartner
Mr. Gartner is the President of Pan American Production and a geologist with 30 years of industry 
experience. He brings a wealth of experience developing prospects in the high risk, high potential 
Lower Cretaceous trends, such as the Woodbine formation, the Edwards shelf edge, the Sligo shelf 
edge, and West Texas Devonian. Mr. Gartner has generated over a dozen 100 BCF prospects. Most 
of these have been sold to major oil companies such as Amerada Hess, Pennzoil, and Transco 
among others.

MANAGEMENT OF CARPATHIAN ENERGY, THE JOINT 
VENTURE PARTNER IN ROMANIA

S. Arne D. Greaves
Mr. Greaves is Director and Chief Executive Offi cer of Carpathian and is a shareholder through a 
U.S. Corporation. He is also President of Inland Petroleum, a regional U.S. oil and gas company 
(Inland does not own any shares of Carpathian). Mr. Greaves oversees the daily activity of running 
Carpathian as it relates to geology, and all oil and gas activity and planning.

Alexandru Popescu
Mr. Popescu is the principal shareholder and Managing Director of Carpathian. He is a former 
Secretary of State of Romania and handles the corporate duties of Carpathian in Romania, overseeing 
government fi lings and related administrative work.

Liviu Marcu
Mr. Marcu is a petroleum engineer and a former Secretary of State in the energy sector of Romania. 
He is also a former drilling engineer for Petrom, S.A. Mr. Marcu oversees the actual workovers 
undertaken by Carpathian and will oversee the drilling of new wells.
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MANAGEMENT OF ASCENT RESOURCES PLC, THE JOINT 
VENTURE PARTNER IN ITALY

Jeremy Eng
Mr. Eng is the Managing Director of Ascent Resources. He has extensive experience in the 
independent oil and gas sector and a wide network of contacts within the sector. In his 23-year 
career in the industry, he has specialized in operations and technical management for the independent 
sector. Prior to joining Ascent Resources, Mr. Eng was CEO of a private upstream gas company and 
Technical Director of WPN Resources Ltd., a Canadian junior-listed oil and gas company. 

John Kenny
Mr. Kenny is the Chairman of Ascent Resources. He has enjoyed an extensive career in the oil 
and gas sector where he has an excellent record of creating shareholder value. He co-founded the 
JP Kenny Group of Companies, which traded internationally in oil and gas engineering, sub-sea 
survey and inspection, and shipping. He holds a degree in chemical engineering from University 
College London and is an Honorary Fellow of the College.
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ANALYST CERTIFICATION

Each Research Analyst who was involved in the preparation of this Research Report hereby certifies that: 
(1) the views, opinions, and recommendations expressed in this Research Report refl ect accurately the Research 
Analyst’s personal views concerning any and all securities and issuers that are discussed herein and are the subject 
matter of this Research Report; and (2) the fees, earnings, or compensation, in any form, payable to the Research 
Analyst, is not and will not, directly or indirectly, be related to the specifi c views, opinions, and recommendations 
expressed by the Research Analyst in this Research Report.

eResearch analysts on this report:  Achille Desmarais, M.A., C.A., CFA: Achille Desmarais started and ended his 
career with the Caisse de dépôt et placement du Québec, the last 15 years as a senior portfolio manager and investment 
analyst, with primary responsibilities in the energy sector, oil & gas, pipelines, and electric public utilities. In between, 
he spent one year each with Levesque Beaubien Inc. (now National Bank Financial), and McNeil Mantha Inc. (now 
RBC Dominion Securities) providing research coverage on various industries, including industrial companies, steel, 
metal fabrication, and waste management. 

Bob Leshchyshen, B.A., MBA, CFA: Bob Leshchyshen has extensive research and analytical experience with 
several prominent equity research and credit-rating organizations, including Northern Securities, St. James Securities, 
Dominion Bond Rating Service, PPM Fund Managers (Canada), a unit of Prudential Life Insurance Company, and 
McNeil Mantha. His analytical career has spanned more than 25 years with particular emphasis on the fi nancial sector 
and special situations. 
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Hold: Expected total return within the next 12 months is between 0% and 10%.

Sell: Expected total return within the next 12 months is negative.

eResearch Risk Rating System 
A company may have some, but not necessarily all, of the following characteristics of a specifi c risk rating to qualify for that rating:

High Risk: Financial - Little or no revenue and earnings, limited fi nancial history, weak balance sheet, negative free cash fl ows, 
poor working capital solvency, no dividends.

 Operational - Weak competitive market position, early stage of development, unproven operating plan, high cost 
structure, industry consolidating, business model/technology unproven or out-of-date.

Medium Risk: Financial - Several years of revenue and positive earnings, balance sheet in line with industry average, positive free 
cash fl ow, adequate working capital solvency, may or may not pay a dividend.

 Operational - Competitive market position and cost structure, industry stable, business model/technology is well 
established and consistent with current state of industry

Low Risk: Financial - Strong revenue growth and earnings over several years, stronger than average balance sheet, strong positive 
free cash fl ows, above average working capital solvency, company may pay (and stock may yield) substantial dividends 
or company may actively buy back stock.

 Operational - Dominant player in its market, below average cost structure, company may be a consolidator, company 
may have a leading market/technology position.


